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SECURITY COUNCIL
(UN)B.R.O.D.Z.I.K
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The second day in the Security Council started from the punishments, as the delegates
of the UK, Turkey and Germany were late
for the debates and some of them, like the
delegate of Brazil haven’t even shown up.
Among many fantastic tasks, there was a lap
dance to “Sex Bomb” performed by the delegate of France, Russian Federation and Germany as well as singing “Careless whisper”.
After all the punishments, it was a high time
to start the conference. There was a 10 minutes Moderated Caucus on proposition of the
delegate of DPRK, 15 minutes of P5 Caucus,
Caucus on Iran deal. Further discussions were
interrupted by a sudden crisis – biological virus spread by ISIS. After success of the resolution during the crisis, there was a quick
break, during which we handed out the ElMUNdo copies. Immodestly, we have to admit
that they seemed to like it because some of
them were reading it throughout the debates.
30 minutes caucus on Syrian chemical weapons was undoubtedly one of the most
heated discussion in this committee. Of
course, it wouldn’t be the Security Council if nobody felt offended at some point.
Sadly, this part of the debate was not so
formal because some delegates were laughing, eating or even biting their nails.
Since it’s the second day of the debates all
members of the committee started to work on
the resolutions. We have to admit that although there were many expelling aspects, at the
end .of the day they managed to establish one
that pleased everyone, at least in most cases.

As you probably remember from our previous article, there was an incident with Russia’s,
the USA’s and UK’s placards on which there were insults. The insults were supposed to
be erased by the delegate of France and the
delegate of China, however the tables turned and all of a sudden the Chairs erased it.
To be honest, the second day was full of chaos, therefore - many punishments. Once again, our favourite ones included singing and
dancing to High School Musical hit – Breaking
free. That was a punishment for both of Chairs
and the delegate from France and the delegate of China. There were also many surprising
moments, for example the unexpected appearance at the end of debates of the representative of Brazil or, even more jaw-dropping,
the proposition to call one of the documents
made during the debates “(UN)B.R.O.D.Z.I.K”.
Sadly, the Chairs rejected this idea.
Sandra Prolejko & Marysia Zawadzka
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HUMAN RIGHTS
The Awakening of the Committee
The topic of today’s discussion has been forced cus on their own countries and not comment on
labour and debt bondage. Nevertheless the de- the situation in others. All delegates felt offenlegates didn’t get a chance to start as the gathe- ded by the statement of the Chinese delegate
ring of General Assembly interrupted them. The and wanted a formal apology, which has been
Human Rights Committee and United Nations provided. Then the delegates moved to the toOffice On Drugs And Crime have been bro- pic of USA using forced workers from Mexico
ught together to solve a problem of a victim also addressing the problem of illegal migration.
that escaped from a drug cartel, where she has Forming of the resolution happened to be quite
been forced to work. The smugglers threate- easy, as all the delegates agreed with each other
ned to kill 200 of their workers unless the au- on the abolition of forced labour. The final resothorities agree to let them out and transfer to lution emphasised the importance of protecting
Mexico. During the debates two points of view workers, having more control over the industries
have been presented, one was peaceful and con- like manufactures, agriculture, protecting vicsisted of using tracking devices on drug dealers tims of forced labour, making high-profit corpoand letting them out, the other wanted to use rations responsible for their supply chains, ramilitary forces. Some of the delegates weren’t ising awareness on the problem, education and
convinced about the honesty of the victim, be- giving the same opportunities to both genders.
lieving it to be only a set up. In the end, every- The delegates also reminded of the importanone agreed letting the members of the cartel out, ce of sharing data between the countries. The
firstly providing them with the tracking devices. resolution passed, with everyone in favour.
In contrast of the previous day, when the deba- Of course, a meeting without a punishment
tes were dominated by only four delegates, to- wouldn’t be complete. In the first one delegaday more representatives have been active par- tes had to rap the International Declaration of
ticipants, making the talks even more interesting. Human Rights and then sing a song from High
The first part of the discussion focused on the School Musical, where the delegate of Kosituation in Democratic People’s Republic of Ko- rea didn’t even watch the movie! But neverrea and Russian Federation. While all delegates theless, delegates proved to be very talented.
were able to present proofs of the violation of
human rights in said countries, the delegates deRoksana Marjańska & Klaudia Łuczka
nied the existence of the problem. The delegate of DPRK failed to give any clear answers to
prove the lack of the problem, constantly confusing the other members of the committee with
their odd statements, like claiming people from
Korea don’t run away but simply migrate or that
delegates can’t understand their situation because they have never been there. Later on, France
brought up the situation in which Russian government has used forced labourers from North Korea in building the stadium for the World Cup.
The delegate from the Russian Federation said
that the accusations are false and there is no forced labour in their country because they value
freedom even more than the USA. The delegate claimed that there is no proof of that issue
in Russia and if the other delegates can present
such evidence, it is simply their propaganda. That
speech has earned quite a laugh from everyone.
After a prolonged first debate, the committee
moved on to the forced labour in more economically developed countries. The delegates started discussing ways to improve their situation Photo: Marta Łuniewska
and surprisingly China decided to join in, only
to criticise their actions, saying they should fo-
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL
Demolishing walls, vanishing Chairs
and grammar errors
Friday’s debates opened with the remaining issue
on the topic of migrant smuggling. Unexpectedly, during the time devoted to set the house’s
final resolution, the USA Delegate changed
their policy on migrant security measures on
the country’s borders. To everyone’s astonishment, on this decision of the American Delegation, the wall between the USA and Mexico
is no longer considered a solution of the problem. This has allowed the house to finally come
to an agreement, so we are not sure whether
this decision was made due to a sudden change of heart or simply to accelerate the debates.
However, after the agreement, the Chairs proceeded to the other topic concerning gender pay gap.
A heated debate started after all countries presented their policy statements on the topic. The Delegates started to exchange points of information,
even in the form of accusations which resulted in
formal apologies. Apart from that, the committee
tackled the issue of how stereotypes, beliefs and
culture, especially Middle Eastern culture, influence the discrimination of women in their earnings.
When all Delegates were ready to finish the debates and proceed to vote upon the resolutions,
plagiarism in Russia’s and Australia’s draft was
discovered. Unsurprisingly, it was recognized by
the alert Delegates of Germany and France. As
the Chairs and Secretary General followed with
an investigation, it turned out that it was the Australian Delegate who added parts of a document
she had found online. Thus, she was suspended
from the debates and gained the status of an observer all throughout the debates. She has stated
an official apology for that, however she could
not participate in the debates and vote anymore.
When it comes to the more unusual occurrences
in our committee - one of our Chairs, Kornel, suddenly disappeared from the room. At the same
time, the UNESCO committee welcomed a new
Delegate - of Armenia, who performed a memorable dance there. As Kornel returned to EcoSoc,
he seemed quite sweaty and was missing a tie,
which leaves us wondering what he might have
been doing while he was missing. Apart from that,
throughout the duration of the session, the Delegate of Belgium was constantly seeking attention
from the press. We were surprised that our presence during the debates was noticed, especially with such a dynamic exchange of views constantly happening, but this is our response to the

Delegate’s wish to be mentioned in our article.
During the second day of debates, we could
also hear some phrases that soon became quite
iconic. After many grammar errors and acts of
insubordination of the Delegates, (and, probably, many hours spent not sleeping), our Chairs, instead of saying “The official language of
this conference is English”, confusedly produced the phase: ”we would like to remind you
that the official language is formal language”.
“That would not be in order due to time restrictions” - this phrase has also been mentioned
many times by our dear yet tired Chairs, as the
EcoSoc committee could not reach an agreement
regarding the second resolution. Like the day before, we could notice the most persistent Delegates: France, Germany, Belgium, the Russian Federation and the USA. As the policy of France and
Germany was not the one obtained by Russia, the
house could not come to terms and it took some
time before the debaters finally voted upon all
the amendments and the resolution was ready.
The house has chosen to present this resolution
during the Closing Ceremony, and to the satisfaction of the Delegates, they could finally go and rest.
Iga Sokół & Wiktoria Kurasińska
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UNESCO
Censored whisper
The second day of the StetiMUN Conference was
full of surprises for the UNESCO Committee. At
first glance it was visible, that most of the participants seemed tired, but fortunately with every
speech more energy was being pumped to them.
The delegates were discussing the resolutions of
the topic which was taken up the previous day.
Later they started the argufy about the removal
of the symbols of former totalitarian systems as
a way of whitewashing history, which ended up
with another two resolutions to choose from.
The representative of France kept giving more
and more new amendments to them. The resolutions that won in voting were: the first one about
the topic of the limitation and control of information flow used as a political weapon- created
by the delegates from Russia in cooperation with
the USA ; the second one about the topic of the
history whitewashing– made by deputies from
Poland in cooperation with France and Germany.
The whole dispute about distorting the historical
truth and spreading fake news ended up in creation of a great idea of dealing with the remains
of former totalitarian systems. Participants came
to the conclusion, that totalitarian, for example,
monuments have to be put in special museums,
instead of being placed in the public space. The
important event during that day discussion was
definitely “the discovery of censorship”. Delegates found out that for offensive statements the
deputy can be censored for a certain period of
time, which basically means that particular participant can’t take part in the discussion or vote
until the time of the censorship is up. The delegate who met with this condition the most often
that day was the Democratic People’s Republic
of Korea deputy. She used harmful language, for
example, approaching to the delegate of Japan
or USA. Comparing Japanese people to “monkeys” or calling the actions of the USA government “idiotic” were the reasons why she had to
stay quiet for so long. Sometimes even the Chairs
were giving someone the censorship- the German representative got it for breaking the Human
Rights or Belarus for not reasoning her vote in
the resolution. But those weren’t the only that
day’s rebels. The biggest drama queen was the
deputy of Iran, who was arguing with everyone
about everything and voting against almost every movement and resolution. He even had a quarrel with the Saudic Arabia delegate about the
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islam religion. Deputies of Chile, China, Ukraine
and the United Kingdom behaved much more
peaceful. The day seemed fruitful even for the
Columbia representative: he said something from
his own will- he asked for water. In the middle of
the day something unusual happened- the Armenian deputy from the ECOSOC Committee came
to the UNESCO room and started accusing the
delegate of Turkey of the war in his country. He
insisted on the Turkish representative to give an
official apology, but because he didn’t want to,
he had to perform a lap dance on Chair Natan to
the song “Carless whisper” by George Michael.
The Armenia delegate showed him how to do it
first and it was really impressive. But it wasn’t the
only funny punishment that day. The other one’s
included: butt spelling “UNESCO” by the Chairs,
dancing to “You’re the one that I want” from the
musical Grease by the Korea and Iran representatives and singing the American national anthem
by (again) the Korea delegate. As a summary of
two days of debates in the UNESCO Committee we made a short interview with the participants. We asked them what in their opinion was
the most interesting part of the discussion. Most
of them said that they appreciated the most the
fight between the DPRK and USA or all the punishments in general. Despite all the differences
in points of view- this year’s StetiMUN Conference was a wonderful experience for all of us.
Marta Dziarkowska & Oliwia Kurlej
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COUNTER-TERRORISM COMMITTEE
ISIS comes up against a wall
in the sitting of the two committees. The journalist
would have had to appear before the assembly as a
Russian expert who had found the cure for the virus.
The press team must remain impartial and silent at all
times during the debates, their role is to be the eyes
and ears and never the voice. The alliance eventually
had a non-MUN participant portray the said scientist without anybody’s consent and failed to produce a draft resolution, expecting the scientist to be
the ace in their sleeve. As a result, the opposition
(France, China and the USA) had the only existing
draft resolution at the time. This resolution, however,
was not passed and changes had to be made. The
Russian side managed to construct a draft resolution,
the French side chose to alter their weapon of choice from nuclear warhead to EMP. While a third draft
was created by the delegate of Ireland, both alliances
voted against it in hopes of their drafts being passed.
In the end, the coalition of Russian Federation, Libya
and the UK had their resolution passed and the conflict was resolved without the use of the scientist.
The CTC returned to their conference room and
straight away the UK’s delegate’s punishment was
continued as she resumed the previously-interrupted twerking. It was soon followed by the punishment of the delegate of France in the form of
singing Smash Mouth’s hit „All Star”. The last punishment before resuming the debate was the one
of the delegates of Italy, Bartłomiej Celt (to whom
we offer the most sincere apology for misspelling
his name in the last article). He was to sing the Soviet anthem, which he did with utmost pleasure.
After the lunch break, the committee proceeded to a
moderated caucus and making the draft resolutions.
The only one formed was that of the USA and the UK,
with other nations generally agreeing with its content. The remaining time was spent on negotiating
the amendments and nearly unanimously passing the
final resolution with only Germany voting against. The
resolution established a new organisation called the
International Border Control Alliance (IBCA), whose
sole purpose is to control and monitor illegal immigration. After passing the resolution, the delegates raised
a motion to conclude the meeting, hereby ending all
negotiations in the Counter-Terrorism Committee.
Julia Patynek & Michał Szałajko
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When the Counter-Terrorism Committee started
its meeting at 9:00, two things could immediately be noticed – the absence of the delegates of
Iraq and Italy, and the delegate of Egypt’s bright
pink socks, which provided a nice continuation to
yesterday’s collies (or dachshunds, the mystery remains unsolved). On the basis of yesterday’s opposing resolutions, the delegate of Ireland created a
solution that was the best of both worlds. With
only two votes against, the resolution passed. And
after fifteen minutes of unmoderated caucus, the
delegates voted for their amendments and quickly
proceeded to approving the resolution with no votes against, which swiftly ended the discussion on
the first topic.In the meantime, the delegate of Iraq
arrived 36 minutes late and attempted to elude
punishment by saying he lived in a different time
zone – he was later punished anyway, along with
the delegates of the UK, who spoke Polish instead
of English during the sitting, and of France, who
was wearing inappropriate clothes – torn jeans.
The time for punishments, however, came later, as
the delegate of Italy was still missing at the time.
The delegates then proceeded to the roll call and
delivered their policy statements on the second topic – the immigration crisis. Most of them expressed the will to co-operate with one another. After
this part of the sitting, during which some of the
delegates forgot (or pretended to have forgotten)
how to pronounce the word „China” (by saying „Jai-Na” in the manner of Donald Trump), the Chairs
decided that it was no use waiting for the delegate
of Italy any longer and proceeded to executing the
punishments. The delegate of Iraq had to sing „Hakuna Matata”, the delegate of the UK was to twerk,
but she was interrupted abruptly by the Secretary
General herself, who instructed the entire committee to rush to the emergency General Assembly.
Once there, the CTC joined the Security Council in
addressing the urgent threat from ISIS. The terrorist group threatened to unleash an incurable virus,
unless the UN met its ludicrous demands which
were the official recognition of the Islamic State on
the map and admitting it to the UN, especially the
SC. The intelligence regarding the virus was given
by an expert summoned by the Secretary General.
The delegates of both committees proceeded to
co-operate in finding a solution to the issue. It was
halfway through the discussions when the delegate of Italy finally appeared, 2 hours and 36 minutes
late. After moderated and unmoderated caucuses
the delegates divided into two main parties – one
for the nuclear option and one for gradual advances on ISIS. When opinions of all of the countries
were polarised, there was a motion to start an
unmoderated caucus for preparation of draft resolutions. During the caucus, the delegates of Russia,
Libya and the UK attempted to involve a member
of the press (one of the authors of this very article)
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OFFICE OF DRUGS AND
CRIME COMMITTEE
House, come to order!
It was probably the main reason why the representatives became distracted and did not focus
fully on the discussions,although it could also
have had something to do with the hunger for
knowledge, as well as the literal hunger, resulting
in the infamous delegate of Slovenia making the
following statement: ‘In motion of personal privilege, is it possible to order pizza while debate?’.
As delegates were constantly laughing, the Chairs
had to intervene – the sentence ‘Chatting is not in
order’ was heard an enormous number of times.
All in all, besides some inconveniences and shocking suggestions, such as the one of the delegate
of Venezuela to exterminate all drug dealers, the
Chairs consider the session a frutiful one as the
nations managed to establish a successful resolution to the issue of legal highs, proposing mutual
cooperation and the creation of a transnational organization responsible for decreasing the problem.
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Eventful. That is the term indisputably describing the second day of the heated debates in
the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime
Committee. However, was it the topic of legal
Natalia Pilarczyk & Paulina Rycombel
highs that brought forth such passionate atmosphere? Or maybe it was the punishments that
generated the excitement among the delegates? Read the article, in order to get to know all
the hot secrets and gossips of the Committee!
The debates of the previous day seemed to have
been so furious and of such intensity, that they
left some of the participants with an ubearable
emotional baggage, leading them to arrive late
to the session. The representative of China was
among the affected, as he managed to join the
debate no sooner than the Crisis- that being the
emergency case involving the mass suicide of a
sect trafficking drugs. Therefore, as each crime
deserves a punishment, after finding the solution to the issue by the United Nations Office of
Drugs and Crime Committee and the Human Rights Council, we proceeded to the disciplination
of the previously mentioned delegate of China.
Despite the fact that the performance of a sim- Photo: Aleksandra Stankiewicz
ple fitness training may seem to be a light and
an innocent penalty, obviously there had to be
a twist. The said twist involved the completion
of the workout while reading out the naughtiest
bits of ‘50 shades of Grey’, which definitely proved to be exhilarating, as well as controversial.
Nevertheless, it was not this aspect of the meeting that caused the most controversy.The delegates encountered some problems with the
resolution from yesterday. Majority of the points
of it turned out to be inappropriate, therefore
it wasn’t accepted by the Secretariat, resulting
in the Secretary General herselfto intervene.
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INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
ICC – really emotional!
The day started with the presentation of
the evidences by Defence. As the first evidence they depicted Koran, but Prosecution
raised an objection, which was accepted by
the President of International Criminal Court. The defence had to find other ways to
prove the innocence of Salman ibn Abd al-Aziz Al Su’ud. They said that king Salman wasn’t aware of the circumstances of the bomb
attack. The Prosecution raised an objection
and The Head of the Jury ordered voting. By
reason of absence of one of the judges, the
President of ICC, Alicja Cernohorska had to
vote for him. As the third proof the Defence showed an article, which said king Salman
wasn’t able to make any decisions, but the
prosecutor Aleksandra Twardowska noticed
a negation of it in the same paragraph of the
text. Then we were provided with another
mark: Salman was not responsible for Saudi-Arabian intervention in Yemen. Five minutes later one of the prosecutors noted
that the king was increasing in power and
that this country was monarchy and Salman
is in charge of every action of his country
The next part of the debate was about king
Salman’s power over the country, the relations between him and his son Next we had
a chance to see other evidences like photos
and video materials provided by both sides
of the conflict. Chairs started the next part
of trial, examining the witnesses.. The first
witness was Teresa Sanaprisova, who presented her position. King’s son, Muhammad
ibn Salman ibn Abd al-Aziz Al Su’udcame as
the second witness, claimed that he had had
an argument with his father and they didn’t
get on well with each other. He also said that
they attacked hospital in Yemen, because it
was impossible to avoid it. The next witness
named Muhammad Aatif, who was the victim of bombarding, was behaving in a very
emotional way, so the President of ICC expelled him from the court. The subsequent
witness, the Prime Minister of Saudi-Arabia
testified that the only reason why they intervened in Yemen was the fact they wanted
to bring peace. Another witness, Ali Abduh
Saleh said Salman was simply using the situation in his country to take the throne. After
those testimonies we had a break and during
this time, one of member of Defence Asger
Weinberg left without telling anyone, which

was very surprising. At the end of examinations, the court interrogated the king. He
denied he was personally responsible for
the situation in Yemen. He also said he gave
the throne to his son, because of his weak
condition and age. Salman confirmed he
suffered from Alzheimer and dementia and
said that his son was responsible for all the
attacks in Yemen. Then both sides prepared
their closing statements. The Defence Office declared that the evidences provided by
them showed Salman’s innocence. The Head
of the Jury and the President of ICC appointed 30 minutes break for the judges to decide about the verdict. The judge said that
Salman ibn Abd al-Aziz Al Su’ud was guilty
and sentenced him to prison for 5 years.
Today’s trial was a very emotional, however fruitful debate, which ended over
two hours later than intended, because everybody wanted to do their best.
Wanda Slendak & Maja Fałczyńska
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DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME COMMITTEE
Grande Finale

At first the debates were arduous. The delegates were unconscious and some of them
were late (which might have been caused by
the yesterday’s MUN party). They showed
lack of interest to the representatives of USA,
UK and Japan when they were trying to point out important changes in the amendments
to the resolution of the first problem, which
was averting famine in South Sudan, Somalia, Nigeria and Yemen, by constantly scrolling
through their Facebook profiles and talking
with each other. They had to be brought back
into order. What is more, on the day of this
debate, the habit of keeping hands in pockets was common among all of the delegates.
The representative of Saudi Arabia and Poland had problems with stating their position
papers – they caused some controversy in
the group, but actually that contributed to the
awakening of other delegates. They became
much more active and started asking unhandy questions, that earlier mentioned delegates didn’t exactly knew answers to. They
were confused and lost in their own words.
The good thing was, the delegates of the countries with LGBTI-unfriendly views did not
try to change them or excuse them, they firmly stood by them, except that at some point the delegate of China seemed to forget
he was supposed to present his country’s
point of view, not his own. However, there
was a visible change in his deamanor for he
had his own laptop and was eager to work
with other delegates. We could see he took
some steps to prepare himself better than
he did yesterday. We managed to note that
the delegates were encircling around the fact,
that education in all countries is necessary
to make people aware of the needs of LGBTI

Zuzanna Szatkowska & Kamila Kierczuk
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community members and by that they meant
the same laws that regard the heterosexual
couples. Until they were urged by the Chairs,
the representatives of Asian countries were
not willing to talk and discuss this important
subject. That was the reason why the discussion turned into a semi-moderated course.
The representatives were going off topic and
the Chairs thought that this form would lead
to solving the actual problem. We think that
although UNDP delegates were definitely
more open and active, the weren’t effective
in their actions. The debates kept on going,
but they couldn’t make up their mind. Finally
the Chairs decided to lead them a little, so
that they would understand better what the
crux of the second topic really was – finding
a resolution to stop the discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation, gender identity
or intersex on the asian continent. The final
draft resolution was presented by the delegate of Japan. After making some amendments,
the entire committee proceeded to showcase
their speeches. Japan and United Kingdom
representatives spoke in favour whilst Saudi
Arabia delegate declared himself on the opposite side. The voting resulted in the majority
of voices approving the resolution. At the end
the Chairs decided to punish every delegate
one last time for all of their disobediences.
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THANK YOU
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After these three amazing days at the StetiMUN
2017 conference during which you, all the participants, the whole team of organisers, including press, were working very hard. Even though MUN is not an easy event to prepare we
had a lot of fun and we hope you did too! We
want to thank you for your involvement, a friendly atmosphere, which was very dense in some
committees, and a FRUITFUL debates. All that
we do, we do because of you and we strongly hope that you like the results of our work.
As Heads of Press at this year’s edition we would like to thank as frankly as it is possible to
our best Press Director, Mrs Krystyna Kwiatkowska, who was always very helpful and full of
good advice no matter how late in the night it
was. The same enormous thanks are directed
to the StetiMUN’s main organisers, Mrs Edyta Ostapkowicz and Mrs Karolina Brzezińska.
Without their involvement and availability to
everyone who was connected to the MUN,
this conference would never have happened.
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LAST, BUT NOT LEAST !

Also, from our position, we want to thank very much our wonderful and really well-cooperative team. Photographers, who did a great job preparing a perfect material for the
articles and StetiMUN Facebook Page. They were running from one part of school to
another whenever we called them to capture important moments. Our amazing journalists,
staying up late and doing their best so the articles are interesting and professional. And
our Graphic Managers, staying even longer, to prepare ElMUNdo for printing. Without
all of your engagement and a huge passion to our tasks our ElMUNdo would never exist.
This is all our team who have worked all three days and three nights barely sleeping
to make our communal newspaper. This year, we were really honoured to call ourselves “Heads of Press Team” and work as leaders of the Press. The collaboration
with all of you, brought us a lot of happiness and we are very proud of the results :)
Thanks again, and see you next year!!
With love,
Sara Jawad & Weronika Skoneczna
Heads of StetiMUN Press 2017
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